＜How to play the game『Soft & Fluffy Dolls "YURUFUWA"』＞

◎Farming: Help the people and get clothes!
Receive tasks from the humans to grow vegetables and livestock. You can grow them on the
YURUFUWA farm and ranch. If you complete the task, you will receive cloth pieces that can
be exchanged for clothes.

・Up to 3 tasks from humans are posted on the request board. After choosing one, you can
begin growing vegetables at the YURUFUWA farm or growing livestock at the YURUFUWA
ranch.

・The first request is to grow vegetables at the YURUFUWA farm. After choosing a task, sow
the seeds that the humans gave you. After sowing, wait for the crops to grow. After some time
has passed the vegetables will grow. After harvesting them, you will receive cloth pieces from
the humans. When you watch ads, you can reduce the time it takes for vegetables to grow. So,
let’s use it effectively to grow them quickly and receive rewards.

◎Gacha (Treasure chests)
Treasure chests are placed in the forest of the world where the YURUFUWA live. In fact,
there are many wonderful clothes in these treasure chests. If you want more clothes besides
the ones you receive as rewards by completing tasks, find the treasure chests that are in the
forest. You can open the treasure chest with cloth pieces or precious diamonds.
〇Silver Treasure Chest(s): Can be opened using cloth pieces. You can also open them by
watching a video ad. You can receive "Normal", "Rare" and "Super Rare" clothes from the
silver treasure chest.
〇 Gold Treasure Chest(s): Can be opened using diamonds. You can receive, "Premier
Normal", "Premier Rare" and "Premier Super Rare" clothes from the gold treasure chest.

To get more clothes, open many treasure chests.

◎Dress up
Once you get clothes from farming and treasure chests, let's dress up and have fun.
In the dress-up room, you can dress up the YURUFUWA characters and enjoy creating many
outfits for them. If you have an outfit that you love, you can share it on social media for
everyone to see.

◎Closet
You can see all the clothes that are in your collection and clothes that are still locked.

◎In-game points and currency
・Cloth piece: A piece of cloth that humans reward you with for completing tasks. If you collect
many cloth pieces, you can exchange them for clothes. There are two ways to get cloth pieces.
The first, is by collecting them from the home box over time. The second, is receiving them
as a reward for farming. So let’s collect lots of cloth pieces.

・Diamonds: You can use diamonds to open gold treasure chest. It is easier to get rare clothes
that are difficult to get. You can enjoy dressing up with many rare clothes. So, let’s collect lots
of diamonds.

・Heart: When you complete a task, you will receive hearts that express gratitude. Hearts are
experience points (EXP). You can raise your character’s level by accumulating hearts. The
higher your level the easier it will be for you to receive tasks. This is an efficient way to collect
cloth pieces, unlock rare items, and you have a chance to receive clothes. So, let’s collect a lot
of hearts.

